
Marvel 581 

Chapter 581 Not Listening 

Hoo-hoo~ 

The ocean on this primitive planet has not been damaged in any way and it is very pure and beautiful. 

The clear water slaps on the beach with the surge again and again and also washes the feet of Lin Rui 

and Deadpool walking on the beach. 

“Mirage Knight, Star-Lord and their lives were saved by us, and they still do not trust us. If someone 

should have gone away then it should have been them and not us.” Accompanying Lin Rui, Deadpool 

suddenly opened his mouth and said. 

It turned out that Deadpool did understand what was going on when Lin Rui told him to leave with him, 

he just didn’t want to go. 

“Since you know that they don’t believe us now, then why stay there? Besides, there are some things I 

don’t want them to know.” Hearing Deadpool’s words, Lin Rui felt the gentle touch of seawater washing 

over his feet and said indifferently. 

“En? What’s the matter with you again?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Deadpool asked curiously. 

“This distance should be about right, Deadpool, help me watch the surroundings, I need a quiet and 

undisturbed environment for a moment.” Without answering Deadpool’s words, Lin Rui looked around 

and then said. 

“Hey? What are you going to do?” Deadpool became more curious when Lin Rui suddenly said that he 

wanted to help him look around. 

“It’s nothing, I am just going to heal my injury. I can’t even walk in my current state, so I can’t just wait 

for it to slowly heal on its own as that would take a long time.” Lin Rui slowly walked towards a place 

where the seawater could not touch him and slowly sat down cross-legged, and then answered 

Deadpool’s question. 

When he left the grassland just now, Lin Rui suddenly felt a warm current coming from somewhere 

inside his body at the last moment when he got into the Magic Portal. 

After careful sensing his body, Lin Rui determined that the warmth came from the golden point of light 

that Ancient One had put into his body a long time ago in their first meeting. 

This golden point of light has not appeared since it entered Lin Rui’s body, and he could not even sense 

it in the past, but now it suddenly appeared, so it seems to be related to the appearance of the Ancient 

One. And with the appearance of that warm current, Lin Rui also found that it was healing his own 

injuries. 

So, Lin Rui who did not know what would happen during the healing process suppressed that golden 

point of light for a while and walked over to this site before preparing to officially heal his injuries. 

“Oh, then you heal your injuries, I will watch out for you.” Hearing Lin Rui’s explanation, Deadpool 

seriously agreed to do so. 



Deadpool had hardly suffered any injury in this thrilling escape and even if he was injured, he would 

have completly recovered with his Mutant Ability. Lin Rui’s injury is very serious. He was injured when 

he faced the B-Grade lifeform and killed it at the beginning. 

Although he recovered quickly under the effect of Elven Holy Spring Water, but his Internal Energy 

wasn’t recovered by much. Later, he used all of his Internal Energy to defend against that Tentacle 

Monster which caused serious internal and external injuries. 

What’s more, Lin Rui’s Psychic Power was also hit by the Tentacle Monster during their escape. This 

injury is more difficult to recover than any physical injury. 

Buzz~ 

After Deadpool finished answering, Lin Rui had closed his eyes, and at the same time, he no longer 

suppressed the golden light spot that kept emitting warm currents inside his body. 

So, when Deadpool saw Lin Rui was ready and had closed his eyes, he was surprised to see a faint 

golden glow coming from Lin Rui’s body. 

“No wonder you have to come this far to start healing, you still have so many secrets!” Deadpool silently 

thought while feeling the warm aura of golden light on Lin Rui’s body. Then, he stood a few steps away 

from Lin Rui and seriously helped him guard the area. 

… 

The atmosphere between Star-Lord and Yondu, who were still in place, seemed to have reached a bad 

point after Lin Rui and Deadpool walked away and Lin Rui started to heal his injuries. After hearing the 

information of his own father from Yondu, Star-Lord felt that he had been tricked by Yondu for so many 

years. 

Not only did he kidnap him, but he also did not allow him to meet with his real father. As for Yondu’s 

claim that his real father is a Bastard and not a good person, Star-Lord feels that this is all Yondu 

justifying his actions. 

Yondu was able to break the rules of the Ravagers Pirates to kidnap a child on Earth because of his own 

difficulties. Why would he care if the person posting the Mission is good or bad? Moreover, that is his 

own biological father, how could he be a Bad Person. Anyway, Star-Lord doesn’t believe Yondu’s words 

now. 

“You said my father is not a good person? And how do you know that? Or maybe, you just don’t want 

me to go back to my father?” Facing Yondudu who continued to sit on the beach in front of him, Star-

Lord continued to question. 

As a child who grew up in such an environment in the pirate group, Star-Lord loves his family and he had 

many expectations. Therefore, at this time, he has the greatest good wishes for his biological father 

whom he has not yet met. 

When Yondu said that Star-Lord’s father was not a good man, he naturally did not want to believe that 

statement. 



“Ahem! There’s nothing I can do if you don’t believe me, I’m just telling you this fact.” Coughing twice, 

Yondudu said indifferently. 

Faced with Star-Lord’s attitude, Yondu didn’t explain himself as he had expected it. However, seeing 

Star-Lord, who was raised by himself since he was a child, treating himself like this now because of a 

biological father he never met, Yondu was still feeling uncomfortable in his heart. 

“Boss! Are you okay?!” Seeing that Yondu was coughing again, the deputy who had been watching over 

him asked with concern. 

“Star-Lord! Why are you talking like that! Boss came here to warn you, if you don’t believe it, then you 

go to that whatever biological father of yours! We won’t stop you!” After looking at Yondu’s situation, 

the Deputy stood up again and shouted at Star-Lord. 

Originally, the Deputy didn’t know that Yondu was going to tell this piece of information to Star-Lord at 

this time, but even if he knew that Yondu had concealed this news for so many years, he would still be 

on Yondu’s side. Besides, didn’t Yondudu say that Star-Lord’s father was not a good person, the Deputy 

believed in Yondu 100%. 

“Kraglin, I’m fine. Also, don’t interrupt.” After the Deputy couldn’t help but speak, Yondu finally got up 

from the ground. 

“Boss, but…” 

“Shut up!” 

“Yes!” 

After shutting up his Deputy, Yondu stood up straight and looked at Star-Lord who was a little taller than 

himself. 

“I know you won’t believe what I said now, but it’s okay. I just came over to tell you this, and I realize 

that I am guilty of taking you away from Terra more than twenty years ago. Now that the secret is out of 

the way, if you want to go to your real father, then go ahead, I won’t stop you.” Yondu knew that Star-

Lord would not listen to his own words now, so he had no choice but to let go. 

Upon hearing Yondu’s words, Star-Lord’s eyes flashed. However, in the end, he decided to find his 

biological father. 

“Of course I will go to him, you can’t stop me even if you want to.” 

Chapter 582 Restore 

Buzz~ 

On the beach by the sea, Lin Rui’s whole body was enveloped in golden light. These golden rays are 

acting as if they were alive, blinking in and out of Lin Rui’s body. As for Deadpool, by this time, he had 

found something fun and was squatting on the beach-side picking at something. 

Pū! 



“Hey! Don’t you dare run away you little bastard!” Quickly reaching out and sticking his hand into the 

sand, Deadpool muttered to himself with a smug look on his face. 

Pū snort~ 

Then, Deadpool pulled out a small animal from the beach sand. This animal is about twenty centimeters 

long and its whole body is dark-red. It seems to be an animal that lives on the beach and it is quite 

difficult to tell where is heal is. 

At this time, Deadpool was holding onto the middle part of the animal so that it couldn’t escape, and 

could only wriggle and struggle constantly in his hands. 

Pū! 

After struggling a few times, a pointed head suddenly appeared from the upper part of the twisted little 

guy being pinched by Deadpool, and then it quickly plunged into Deadpool’s hands. 

In an instant, a hole was punched in the back of Deadpool’s hand. The pointed tip of the little animal 

seemed to have the function of sucking blood as one could see a crimson liquid passing into the animal’s 

body from the position where the pointed tip inserted had into the back of Deadpool’s hand. 

“Hiss~ That stings!” The back of his hand was stuck and his blood was still being sucked away, but 

Deadpool muttered indifferently. 

Huhu~ 

This little animal could have died anytime Deadpool wants as all he would have to do is pinch it between 

his fingers but he didn’t do so. Deadpool also intended to observe what changes it would have after 

drinking his own blood. 

So, in Deadpool’s gaze, the little animal’s not-so-thick body quickly swelled up, filled with Deadpool’s 

blood. 

The original dark-red skin also quickly became transparent because of the constant internal expansion, 

and the internal organs inside could be clearly seen, and the flow of Deadpool’s blood in this lifeform 

body could also be seen. 

“En?” Just as Deadpool was observing the blood-sucking little animal because of his boredom, he 

suddenly heard the sounds of footsteps. 

When Deadpool turned his head, he saw Star-Lord slowly walking towards this side. It seems that Star-

Lord has already finished his talk with Yondu. Looking at Star-Lord’s pace and his slightly lowered head, 

the result of the chat should not be very good. 

Seeing that Star-Lord was walking towards this side, and the golden light on Lin Rui’s body had not 

disappeared, Deadpool quickly stood up from the beach. 

Of course, when he stood up, Deadpool squeezed the animal in his hand, which was already swelled to 

the point where it was as big as his middle finger. 

Pūchi~ 



In an instant, a large amount of blood burst out of Deadpool’s hands. He waved his hand and walked 

towards Star-Lord. 

When Deadpool stopped Star-Lord halfway, they didn’t continue to walk towards Lin Rui’s side. As for 

Star-Lord, he only wanted to tell Lin Rui and Deadpool that he was now completely separated from 

Yondu and would not accept Yondu’s help even if he wanted to leave this time. 

Therefore, Star-Lord, whose Spaceship has been destroyed, can only ask for Lin Rui’s help to leave. After 

all, the guy who is fighting the Tentacle Monster knew Lin Rui. 

In this regard, Deadpool did not say anything. Anyway, he only stopped Star-Lord from bothering Lin Rui, 

as for the problems between Star-Lord and that blue-skinned guy, he did not care. Also, would that 

Powerful Sorcerer help Star-Lord and others is not something that he can decide. 

… 

Not to mention that Star-Lord and Yondu have finished their quarrel, Lin Rui, who is healing, feels very 

indescribable at this time. After the golden light began to radiate over Lin Rui’s body, he felt a warm 

aura surrounding him. 

Then, the injuries in his body quickly began to heal under this warm aura. This kind of recovery is not like 

Elven Holy Spring Water that replenishes the body’s vitality to speed up the body’s own recovery, but it 

is more like an all-around repair of injured cells and tissues. 

Moreover, Lin Rui was surprised to notice that his body became even tougher than before after being 

repaired by these warm currents. In other words, this golden light can do more than just heal injuries, it 

can also strengthen Lin Rui’s physique, which is very good for Lin Rui who does not have much choice in 

his physique strengthening. 

And just when the injuries on Lin Rui’s body had been healed by this golden light, the golden light did 

not disappear but moved from various parts of Lin Rui’s body towards the location of his head. 

Finally, the golden light surged into Lin Rui’s head and appeared in the sea of his consciousness in a 

dignified manner. When this golden light rushed into his sea of consciousness, Lin Rui’s heart tightened 

as he was afraid that it would do something bad. After all, there are many secrets hidden in his sea of 

consciousness. 

“Isn’t this golden light still being controlled by Ancient One? Does he want to take this opportunity to 

look at my sea of ??consciousness?” Lin Rui couldn’t help thinking while staring at the golden light. 

However, if Ancient One really wanted to do this then he could have done it when he went to see him a 

long time ago. After all, at that time, he was not as strong as he is now. 

Phew~ 

However, while Lin Rui was staring at the golden glow very nervously, the glow didn’t bother about the 

other things in Lin Rui’s sea of consciousness, but slowly moved towards Lin Rui’s damaged Psychic 

Power. 

“En? It won’t be able to heal the damage of Psychic Power, right?!” Lin Rui was surprised to see the 

golden light moving towards his Psychic Power. 



Hum~ 

Just when Lin Rui was surprised, the golden light quickly merged into his Psychic Power the moment it 

touched it. Then, the golden light quickly faded, and finally disappeared completely in Lin Rui’s Psychic 

Power. 

At this time, Lin Rui felt that his previously injured Psychic Power was instantly recovered. Moreover, 

not only was it completely recovered, but his Psychic Power also grew a little. And, the originally 

invisible Psychic Power now took on a faint golden glow, looking even nobler. 

“Really…healed!!!” Lin Rui was filled with surprise and amazement when he personally felt his Psychic 

Power’s recovery and strengthening. 

Hoo-hoo~ 

And after healing Lin Rui’s Psychic Power, the golden glow that originally enveloped the surface of his 

body finally slowly disappeared. Finally, all the light on Lin Rui’s body, sitting on the beach, disappeared. 

Then, Lin Rui slowly opened his eyes. 

Brush! 

The moment Lin Rui opened his eyes, there seemed to be a pale golden light flashing through his eyes. 

“Ancient One has really given me a great gift this time!” Lin Rui thought silently in his heart as he felt the 

complete recovery as well as strengthening of his physique and Psychic Power. 

Then, Lin Rui turned his head to look in the direction of Deadpool and Star-Lord not far away. 

Chapter 583 Rule 

Rumble! 

While Lin Rui and the others were standing on the seashore in an unknown location on this primitive 

planet, the battle on the grassland still continued. However, this time the battlefield had moved a long 

distance from where it started. 

Buzzing! 

Reaching out and drawing a golden circle in front of his body to deflect an invisible shockwave away, the 

expression on Ancient One’s face looked much more serious than it was at the beginning. 

Bang! 

“I didn’t expect this to be your full strength, I really underestimated you before.” Another Tentacle 

pumped into the Magic defense wall surrounding Ancient One, floating in mid-air. 

Just two minutes ago, Ancient One directly attacked the core position of the Tentacle Monster with the 

idea of ?ending this with ?a quick fight. 

However, just after the Tentacle Monster was attacked, it suddenly seemed to have gone mad, and the 

sixteen giant tentacles quickly swung and slapped, continuously preventing Ancient One’s subsequent 

attacks. 



Seeing the Tentacle Monster’s crazy attacks, Ancient One, who was planning to take advantage of its 

current condition to kill it, found it a bit difficult. 

After he forced his hand once to attack, it was blown away by a self-destructive Tentacle, so Ancient 

One planned to wait for the Tentacle Monster to get calm before striking. So, he followed behind the 

Tentacle Monster, waiting for the opportunity to strike. 

However, if Ancient One was given another chance, he would not have waited so long to prevent 

himself from getting hurt. Because, when Ancient One kept attacking and destroyed five tentacles of the 

Monster, he had already moved a long distance. 

When Ancient One thought that the Tentacle Monster was slowly consuming his time, another giant 

Tentacle suddenly rushed out of the grassland. Then, several tentacles drilled out from under the 

grassland. 

This time, Ancient One realized that the guy he had been chasing had an accomplice. No, not an 

accomplice. 

When those Tentacles from the ground brought out a black unidentified material that quickly rushed 

past the Tentacles and melted together with the Black Ball like mass, Ancient One was surprised to find 

that they are one. The Tentacle Monster was chased by Ancient One and it attacked back. 

The strength of the Tentacles that had melted with the other part of the seal has skyrocketed, and the 

power of the Tentacles drawn each time is almost the power that can break the rules of power. 

Moreover, he seemed to be able to attack with an even stronger Invisible Shock Wave Attack that wiped 

out Lin Rui’s team before. This shock wave is powerful and has a penetrating effect on Ancient One’s 

Magic Defensive Wall. 

Therefore, every time he senses an Invisible Shock Wave attack, Ancient One can only draw a Magic 

Portal to transfer this attack someplace else. 

After the fusion, not only the injuries at the original core position quickly recovered. Even the five 

destroyed tentacles are quickly re-growing, which shows the powerful regeneration power of this 

Tentacle Monster. 

Whew! 

“I can’t go on like this. Although my attack can break its defense, this monster has a stronger Recovery 

power. This battle could go on for a long time.” Once again leaving a split image in his place, Ancient 

One’s figure appeared in the distance as he muttered to himself. 

If Ancient One was not willing to provoke this guy now because of the trouble it would cause, he could 

have just left. However, if Ancient One left just like that then what was the difference between that and 

running away. 

Moreover, once Ancient One leaves, the planet will almost belong to this Tentacle Monster. With this 

Tentacle Monster’s embodiment and strength, it won’t take long for it to devour everything on this 

entire primitive planet. 



Although Ancient One’s main responsibility is to protect the Earth from many different dimensions, it is 

impossible for him to watch this beautiful primitive planet get destroyed like this. Therefore, Ancient 

One chose to continue fighting. Then, Ancient One began a further battle with the Tentacle Monster 

that had fully recovered. 

Booming~ 

The fully recovered tentacles have greatly increased the number of tentacles and the power of their 

attacks. The Magic Defence Wall would previously only crack a little when attacked by the tentacles. But 

now it would be smashed apart. 

Because the power of the Tentacle Monster has increased to the limit allowed by the world and its own 

physique. The strength of the Tentacle Monster has increased, and Ancient One has also shown more of 

his strength. It is not easy for the Tentacle Monster to hit him. 

“En? That kid had already recovered, he is faster than I expected.” Ancient One, who was constantly 

attacking the Tentacle monster in mid-air, suddenly raised his brow and then thought silently in his 

heart. 

It seems that Ancient One knows Lin Rui’s situation. If it wasn’t for the fact that Lin Rui is quite weak 

compared to the Tentacle Monster, Ancient One would have definitely brought him over to deal with 

this thing. 

Bang! Click! 

In the moment Ancient One was slightly distracted, a tentacle struck him. 

The Magic Defense wall that protected Ancient One in the middle instantly cracked and Ancient One 

would be like a fly being directly smashed to death by the Giant Tentacle in the next moment. At this 

time, Ancient One’s figure here is not a split phantom image but his real body. 

Hum~ 

However, in the nick of time, Ancient One’s right hand suddenly radiated a green light. Unlike the golden 

glow of Ancient One’s previous magic, this green glow seemed more animated, as if it had a life of its 

own. 

Under Ancient One’s control, this green light rushed in front of his palm to form a disc-shaped complex 

magic formation. Then, this small magic array began to turn counterclockwise. 

The next moment, something magical happened. With the rotation of the green magic circle, the magic 

defensive wall that had been broken was recovered quickly. It’s not like the kind of Recovery that is 

getting repaired, but a kind of Recovery that goes back in time and the magic in the broken position 

returns to its original position. 

When the magic defensive wall was recovered, the tentacles that had been drawn in did not leave, but 

were directly cut open by the recovered Magic Defensive wall. 

Phoo~ 



As if being cut apart by a sharp blade, all the tentacles that had previously broken the magical defense 

wall left the body and fell downward. 

“Even if your power has touched the rules allowed by this World? It is useless under the Time Rules.” 

The Tentacle Monster was easily prevented from attacking, and the Ancient One stared at the Tentacle 

Monster. 

From Ancient One’s words, what he just used turned out to be the power of Time. After contacting the 

green disc magic circle in front of his palm, Ancient One had already used the power of the Time Infinity 

Stone. It seems that in the face of the increased power of the Tentacle Monster, Ancient One has 

gradually used his strongest attack. 

Chapter 584 Shackles 

As the absolute Center of the Marvel Universe, the Earth is a very magical place. It seems that every 

Infinity Stone will appear on the earth at one time or another. At least, it is now certain that the missing 

Space Stone and the Time Stone in the hands of Ancient One have appeared on Earth. 

As for the other Infinity Stones, if the plot of this Marvel World does not change much, then in the 

future, other Infinity Stones will also appear on the earth in various magical ways. 

“For you to force me to use the power of Eye of Agamotto, I really did underestimate you.” The green 

magic formation in front of his palm rapidly expanded as Ancient One looked at the Tentacle Monster 

below and spoke calmly. 

Buzz!! 

In the next moment, Ancient One suddenly pushed out the magic formation in his hand. The Magic 

Formation that left his hand expanded rapidly, and in an instant, it had expanded into a giant Magic 

Formation several thousand meters in diameter. 

This giant magic formation was suspended high in the sky, just enough to completely envelop the 

Tentacle Monster below it. 

Hoo-hoo! 

Seemingly sensing something bad, the Tentacle Monster below suddenly began to frantically wave its 

tentacles in an attempt to leave the enveloping range of the huge Magic Formation. 

However, how could Ancient One let it escape so easily, this time he is going to take care of this problem 

in one fell swoop. Therefore, seeing the escaping Tentacle Monster, Ancient One’s hands quickly formed 

seals and then waved outwards. 

Buzzing~ 

As Ancient One waved his hand, the giant Magic Formation above suddenly accelerated the speed of its 

descent, and some faint green light scattered down. 

When the green light has filled the space below, the Tentacle Monster fleeing movement has slowed 

down several hundred times. 



The Tentacle Monster was originally able to cross a distance of thousand meters in some seconds but it 

has slowed down by many times that even moving its Tentacle is difficult, and it is like watching an 

extremely slow-motion movie. Needless to say, this is the power of Time Stone. 

Plop~Plop~ 

After its own movements became incredibly slow due to the time change of the area, the Tentacle 

Monster once again emitted the Plop sound that had previously slaughtered everything in the entire 

forest and half of the grassland. 

As the Tentacle Monster’s most powerful attack, it expected to be able to shake off the effect of 

confining itself through this Plop sound. However, the reality disappointed the Tentacle Monster. 

No matter how violent the Plop sound came from the core of the Tentacle Monster, it was not able to 

break Time Stone’s control over itself. So, when the giant Magic Formation overhead pressed down, the 

Tentacle Monster could only wave its Tentacles helplessly trying to hold it up. 

The next moment, it was enveloped in the giant Magic Formation. The disc-like Magic Formation is like a 

black hole, no matter how the Tentacle Monster struggles during the downward pressure, it is directly 

sucked in. 

Hoo~ 

A few seconds later, the Magic Formation that had fallen from a high altitude had fallen on the grassland 

ground. As for the giant Tentacle Monster that still existed here just now, it has disappeared at this time, 

but the cracks on this grassland still show the fierce battle that happened here. 

Phoo~ 

After the Tentacle Monster disappeared, Ancient One’s figure fell from a high altitude. Standing on a 

fairly intact grassland, Ancient One has recovered the calm and unwavering appearance he had at the 

beginning. However, a little green light continued to shine through his chest. 

“You have been locked up in a Time Cage, do you think you still have a chance to come out?” Looking at 

the empty grassland in front of him, Ancient One said to himself. 

Listening to Ancient One, it seems that he did not directly kill the Tentacle Monster, but sealed it into 

the Time Cage. For Ancient One, he would also have to pay some price if he wanted to completely 

exterminate the Tentacle Monster. 

So, it is better to reseal it. Compared to the seal of that civilization many years ago, the Time Cage 

created by Ancient One through Time Stone is an absolute seal. Unless Ancient One takes the initiative 

to release it, the Tentacle Monster can only stay in the cycle of time for the rest of its life. 

“Eh? Someone else is coming, I should go back too.” Ancient One, who had resealed the Tentacle 

Monster, suddenly sensed movement coming from high in the sky, and then his figure disappeared after 

wandering around the grassland. 

When Ancient One disappeared from the grassland, hundreds of Spaceship, large and small, were 

rapidly approaching the primitive planet in outer space. Looking at the symbols on some Spaceships, it 

seems that they belong to two different pirate groups. 



If there is no surprise then the arrival of these two pirate groups should be because of Yondu as he had 

previously sent out a signal for help. 

… 

“This is how it is, I intend to go in search of my real father. However, I am not going to leave with Yondu. 

So, I just wanted to ask if you guys could take me away with you, just send me to the nearest Federation 

planet.” On the beach, Star-Lord looked at the recovered Lin Rui and said seriously. 

“Star-Lord, I actually think that you should listen to Yondu. After all, he has raised you for more than 20 

years.” Lin Rui frowned when Star-Lord said he was going to find his biological father. 

In the story of Guardian of the Galaxy, Yondu finally died on the planet where Star-Lord’s father was 

incarnated in order to save Star-Lord. So, if Star-Lord had recognized the true nature of his father earlier, 

perhaps Yondu wouldn’t have had to die. 

“There is nothing you could say that would change my mind, I am definitely going to search for my real 

father. My mother has died on Earth, and it’s so hard to have news of my father, there’s no way I’m 

going to give up.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Star-Lord waved his hand and said. It seems that he is 

determined to find his real father. 

“Since you are so…” Lin Rui wanted to say something else, but at this moment, the magnificent and 

hollow voice of the system suddenly sounded in his mind. 

“Completed the Hidden Quest: Assist to seal the complete S-Level Lifeform, Reward Points 100,000 have 

been issued.” This is the sound of the System in Lin Rui’s mind. He actually completed an inexplicable 

hidden quest. 

“One Hundred Thousand Reward Points!? I just blocked the attack of the Tentacle Monster at the 

beginning. Can that even be counted as assistance?!” Hearing the System’s prompts and the Reward 

points in his mind, Lin Rui couldn’t believe it and shouted in his heart. 

Previously, Lin Rui had completed the Mainline Quest to eliminate Hydra and he received a total of 

170,000 Reward Points. This time he only got 100,000 Reward Points for one attack he performed to just 

survive. If he really played a major role in sealing the Tentacle Monster then how many Reward Points 

would he have gotten?! 

And, surprisingly, it was sealed, it seems Ancient One didn’t completely destroy that S-Rank Tentacle 

Monster either.” After slowing down a little, Lin Rui reacted to the fact that this Hidden Quest Reward 

was for sealing the Tentacle Monster and not killing it. 

“Hey! What’s wrong with you?” Just when Lin Rui was a little distracted by the System prompt that 

suddenly came out of his mind, Deadpool nudged him and shouted. 

CHAPTER 585 SURPRISED 

“Oh! It’s okay! That, Star-Lord, I think you should still think about it and not make a decision in a hurry. 

Besides, don’t you still have a Mission you need to finish?” Lin Rui, who was nudged by Deadpool, 

quickly reacted and then he looked at Star-Lord and continued to persuade him. 



“The Mission we took would definitely be completed. After all, this is a Mission for an entire team, and I 

am not the only one who took it.” Star-Lord continued after hearing Lin Rui’s words. Hearing what he 

said, it seemed that he was determined to find his biological father. 

“Huhh, although the plot has changed a lot, Yondu has already told Star-Lord about his biological father 

in advance, but Star-Lord still seems to be unable to escape his father’s search!” Seeing Star-Lord’s 

determined appearance, Lin Rui thought helplessly. 

“Since you have decided so, I have nothing more to say. You can only take care of yourself. As for letting 

us help send you to the nearest Federation civilization planet, I will have to ask him when he returns.” In 

the end, Lin Rui could only agree to do so. 

As for whether Ancient One would be willing to help, Lin Rui felt that there should be no problem. After 

all, he has come here from Earth to save him so he wouldn’t refuse this small favor. 

Buzz~ 

While Lin Rui was chatting with Star-Lord, a golden circle of light suddenly appeared beside him. Then, a 

human figure came out from inside this golden circle of light. 

When they saw the golden circle of light appear, Lin Rui’s attention had already shifted over. So, when 

the figure came out from inside, Star-Lord and the others were staring at the figure. 

“Hello, Ancient One, thank you for coming over to save us.” Looking at Ancient One, who was wearing 

an ancient robe in front of him, Lin Rui said gratefully. 

If not for Ancient One, Lin Rui did not know whether he and Star-Lord would have survived. After all, 

even if Star-Lord and his team had a protagonist aura, they would not have had much of a chance of 

surviving in the situation just now. 

Moreover, because Ancient One finally sealed the S-Rank lifeform, Lin Rui also earned 100,000 Reward 

Points. Thus, the Reward Points that Lin Rui had spent just now were mostly recovered and he wasn’t 

feeling the pain of being poor anymore. 

“En.” Hearing Lin Rui’s thanks, Ancient One responded indifferently. 

Then, the four people on the beach fell into silence. Deadpool, who has always been able to speak at full 

level, has nothing to say at this moment. In front of a guy who can solve even the terrifying Tentacle 

Monster, Deadpool is worried that if he says something wrong, the consequences will be unimaginable. 

As for Star-Lord, he was still somewhat depressed because he knew the news of his biological father. 

Seemingly sensing the nervousness of the three people in front of him when facing himself, Ancient One 

silently laughed in his heart. 

“That...Ancient One, what about that Tentacle Monster? Has it been eliminated by you?” In order to 

break this awkward silent atmosphere, Lin Rui found a topic to speak about. Although he knew from the 

system that the Tentacle Monster was sealed again by Ancient One, he could not act as if he already 

knew. 



“That’s Right.” Hearing Lin Rui’s question, the corner of Ancient One’s mouth lifted slightly as he replied. 

He wouldn’t tell Lin Rui that he just sealed the Tentacle Monster again, he still had to maintain his 

image. 

“Wow! You are so amazing! You were even able to defeat such a powerful Monster. I didn’t know that 

there was still such a powerful Sorcerer on the earth!” Lin Rui broke the silence and Deadpool finally 

couldn’t help but speak. 

After Deadpool spoke, Ancient One’s gaze shifted to him. Originally, Ancient One just wanted to take a 

brief look at Deadpool, but his calm eyes became sharper in the next second. 

Brush! 

“Uh~what’s the matter?” Feeling the gaze of the Powerful Sorcerer in front of him, Deadpool’s heart 

was silently drumming and he couldn’t say anything! 

Ancient One’s slightly harsh eyes stayed on Deadpool for about two seconds and then shifted away. 

However, Ancient One had some more thoughts in his mind at this time. 

“Surprisingly, it’s another guy whose future is completely impervious, and every time I see a section of 

the future, it changes instantly. However, this guy is clearly native to Earth, could this be related to his 

Mutant ability?” As he shifted his eyes, Ancient One thought quickly in his mind. 

It turned out that the reason why Ancient One stared at Deadpool for a while was that he couldn’t see 

through Deadpool’s future. As the Sorcerer Supreme, Ancient One also has some ability to see into the 

future, plus he has the Eye of Agomoto, which makes this ability even more powerful. 

However, this ability of Ancient One has failed once before on Lin Rui, and now it has failed on 

Deadpool. 

“Hello, Mr. Sorcerer, I’m Star-Lord.” Seeing Ancient One look at himself, Star-Lord quickly introduced 

himself. 

However, after seeing Star-Lord, the eyes of Ancient One, who had already recovered from Deadpool’s 

surprise, changed again. 

“Why... the descendants of a Celestials?” Taking a closer look at Star-Lord, Ancient One muttered 

silently in his heart. 

Ancient One can’t see Lin Rui’s future and the details, so he doesn’t care about that, after all, Ancient 

One knows that his soul comes from another world, and there must be a big secret in him. 

In Deadpool’s case, his situation can be explained by him being a Mutant, after all, the capabilities of 

Mutants on the Earth are strange. But the identity of the third person he saw was even more difficult, 

this guy turned out to be a Descendant of a Celestial. 

Celestials are the collective name for a special kind of life form in this universe. These life forms have 

one characteristic, that is, their lives are long and it is not easy for them to produce offspring. 



Celestials are generally conceived with the development of the universe at the beginning of the 

universe. They are children of the universe, and they may exist in various forms. And Star-Lord’s 

biological father, his body is that of a planet. 

So, after seeing the complicated identity of Star-Lord, the surprise in Ancient One’s heart could barely be 

concealed. Even the weakest Celestial in his prime is not any weaker than that of a full-bodied Tentacle 

Monster he had fought just now. 

And although Star-Lord in front of him is a descendant of a Celestial, it seems that he has not yet 

awakened his power. 

“Jackson this guy, he really can find some interesting things.” Once again suppressing the surprise in his 

heart, Ancient One sight shifted back to Lin Rui’s body. 

“That~ Ancient One, how did you come here?” Not noticing the change in Ancient One’s face when he 

saw Deadpool and Star-Lord, Lin Rui went on to ask. This place is many light-years away from Earth, Lin 

Rui does not believe that it can be reached simply by virtue of the Magic Portal. 

“This, you will know later.” Upon hearing Lin Rui’s words, Ancient One replied calmly. 

... 

Dī Dī Diii~ 

After Ancient One found Lin Rui, Yondu remained in place, and as he sat expressionlessly resting on the 

beach, an electronic beep suddenly came out of his clothes. 

CHAPTER 586 SUPPOR 

Dī Dī Diii~ 

The communicator on Yondu’s belt kept beeping and he finally took it out a little tired. 

Brush~ 

When Yondu took out the communicator, a light curtain shone out from the communicator, forming a 

translucent Three-D light curtain just in front of Yondu. After a burst of snowflakes flashed, several 

figures appeared on the light curtain. 

“Hey! Yondu! What were you thinking sending us a signal for help?... What’s wrong with you?!” After 

the figures were clearly displayed on the light curtain, one of the guys dressed in very dark style stared 

at Yondu and asked loudly. 

However, when he was halfway through his words, he suddenly realized that Yondu’s state seemed to 

be wrong, and his tone became extra serious. 

“En? Yondu, what happened to your head?” 

“Did you get a headshot?” 

After the big man spoke, the other two people on the light curtain also spoke. The remaining two are a 

man and a woman, and their dress styles are also biased towards the dark. 



Moreover, they all noticed the big opening in Yondu’s head that was used to connect and control the 

Flying Arrow. These three are very clear in their hearts that most of Yondu’s strength lies in his Flying 

Arrow. Now that the sensor on his head is damaged, then he wouldn’t be able to control his Flying 

Arrow. 

“You guys are still willing to come.” Without answering the question of the three on the light screen, 

Yondu looked up at them and said indifferently. 

Hearing Yondu’s words, the three pirate leaders in the light screen were silent for a while. The 

relationship between them and Yondu is very complicated, Yondu is not surprised by their arrival but he 

is still very touched. After all, it was he who broke the rules and was kicked out of their group in the first 

place. 

“Why won’t we come, although you did that thing, we all know you. Moreover, the pirates in Ravagers 

have gone back and forth over the years. Now that you are in trouble, should we stand by and watch?” 

Finally, It was the big guy who broke the silence and replied. 

“Yes, after all, we were still the best partners at the beginning!” After the big man spoke, the others also 

continued. 

Hearing the words of the big man and the female pirate leader, Yondu’s eyes flashed while standing on 

the beach. He knew that his old partners wouldn’t really care about him breaking the rules. In the 

beginning, they were partners who developed from the weak Interstellar Rangers to the Ravagers! 

“Okay, don’t get sentimental here. Yondu, this time you did not hesitate to break your original vow and 

ask us for help. What happened? You signaled that the situation was very urgent and did not explain too 

much.” Seeing Yondu’s expression, the remaining middle-aged guy waved his hand and asked. 

This time, the three of them rushed over after receiving Yondu’s request for help. For this reason, they 

also risked crossing over two unstable Spatial Jumps and Yondu himself knew that. Therefore, Yondu 

must have become really desperate. 

Yondu was a little confused when he heard the guy’s words. With the size and strength of that Tentacle 

Monster, the battle between it and that equally powerful guy who appeared from nowhere should have 

also be discovered by these few former partners of his. 

“Don’t you see anything? Didn’t you detect the First-Level Energy Fluctuations?” Yondu directly asked 

while feeling some doubts in his heart. 

“See what? First-Level Energy Fluctuations? No, we have passed through the atmosphere now, nothing 

strange has been detected.” Hearing Yondu’s question, the big man opened his mouth to answer. 

“First-Level Energy Fluctuations?! Are you serious? Something that can produce such energy fluctuations 

is not easy to solve even if our pirate groups unite.” After the big guy answered, the handsome guy 

asked afterward. 

Although their Pirate Group is much stronger than that of Yondu’s, they have hardly encountered energy 

fluctuations of more than one level before. 



“It’s impossible! How long has passed since they began their fight, could it be that the Tentacle Monster 

has been destroyed by that person? Or maybe that person was destroyed by the Tentacle Monster, and 

then the Tentacle Monster hid again?” Hearing the big man’s answer, Yondu muttered with a look of 

disbelief on his face. 

It has only been ten minutes since Yondu and the others were teleported to this beach. Yondu couldn’t 

believe that in such a short time, that seemingly powerful person could wipe out the Tentacle Monster. 

Compared to the Tentacle Monster being eliminated, Yondu is more inclined towards the person being 

killed or him running away. However, if the Tentacle Monster is not destroyed then it has no reason to 

hide. 

“Don’t rush to my side for now, first scan the large grassland on this planet, or the place with a huge 

virgin forest, which is where I sent the signal from.” After thinking in his mind, Yondu quickly spoke 

towards the three at the other end of the light screen. 

“Grassland and forest? Let me take a look.” Upon hearing Yondu’s words, the female pirate leader 

quickly clicked on the screen. 

Whew~ 

Through the light screen, Yondu and the others could all see the contents of the other’s control screen. 

A few seconds later, she found the location Yondu said. 

Because this planet has a lot of forests and grasslands, but Yondu previously sent a signal location and 

that is good enough to find its location. And after finding that location and then zooming in, the 

expression on the pirate leader’s face changed slightly. 

“Is this, an Ancient Ruin?” 

“It seems that the Ruin was triggered, and then experienced a fierce battle, and finally the battle spread 

from the position of the Ruins to the grassland...” 

“No, there are two Ruins here! Hmm? These things...” 

After locating the specific location, these three knowledgeable pirate group leaders quickly judged a lot 

of things. However, after looking clearly at the situation in that forest and grassland, they were still very 

puzzled. 

From what they scanned, the location of the Ruin at the beginning was inside that forest, and most of 

the Ravagers Spaceships have crashed there. 

And behind there was a huge road that extended out from the location of the forest Ruin leading to the 

grassland, a process that was obviously where the battle took place because the ground was covered 

with the bodies of unknown beasts. 

And on this blood-stained road extending to a certain point inside the grassland, it suddenly stopped. 

Then, in the middle of the grassland, it was like a violent earthquake had just happened. 



The area for hundreds of thousands of miles was full of big pits and huge cracks. And there was one of 

the biggest craters, and the shape of that crater was very similar to that Ruin in the forest, so they also 

judged that it was also a Ruin. 

“Yondu...Did you encounter a Sealed Ruin? What monster did you release?” 

CHAPTER 587 PREPARATION 

After carefully observing the situation in that grassland and primeval forest, these veteran Interstellar 

pirate leaders soon found that this Ruin was quite unusual. 

If it is was a general Ruin then even if there are still very powerful means of defense, it should not have 

rippled over such a wide area. Moreover, that trace of movement is very obvious, unlike the defense of 

normal ruins. 

Combined with those large swaths of blood on the ground, the three pirate leaders quickly judged that 

Yondu must have encountered a Sealed Ruin. Moreover, the thing sealed within this Ruin must be 

strong, at least they can now see the Ravagers Pirates are almost completely wiped out. 

“En? Another Ruin?!” However, after hearing the big man’s words, Yondu heard an unexpected piece of 

information. 

“Is this a Combined Seal? Could it be that the Tentacle Monster I saw before was not yet in its full 

form?!” 

The original Tentacle Monster was already very strong, and Yondu felt that he had to gather all his 

partners to deal with it. However, if the Tentacle Monster was not complete before, then Yondu would 

not be confident that his partners could deal with it. 

“Yondu, what’s wrong with you? We’re going to your site now, we’ve scanned carefully over there and 

found no danger.” Seeing Yondu’s lost in thought over the light screen, the middle-aged handsome man 

said. 

“En, you guys come over first. This time I did come across a Sealed-type Ruin and there is indeed a 

terrifying thing inside. But right now, I think we probably shouldn’t mess with it.” Hearing that middle-

aged handsome man’s words, Yondu nodded and replied. 

“Okay, we will be there soon.” 

Brush~ 

Then, the light curtain in front of Yondu retracted back into the communicator in his hand. 

After Yondu ended the contact with his old partners, the Deputy who had been standing behind just 

walked over, “Boss, that Tentacle Monster, was it destroyed?” 

In the Deputy’s thoughts and expectations, he wanted the Tentacle Monster to be eliminated by that 

very powerful looking character. Kraglin has never seen such a monster as terrifying as the Tentacle 

Monster or a character who was flying in the sky and was able to open a Space Portal with a casual wave 

of his hand. 



Even when he was fighting for the Power Stone with Yondu before, Ronan, the leader of the opposite 

party was not strong enough when compare with Ancient One. 

After all, no matter how strong Ronan was, he was still someone who had limited strength, and the 

strength of the Tentacle Monster and Ancient One has touched and exceeded the limits allowed by the 

Universe. 

“This, I don’t know. If the Tentacle Monster was really not complete then no matter how powerful that 

person is, it is impossible for him to destroy the complete Tentacle Monster.” Hearing the Deputy’s 

words, Yondu calmed down and answered. 

“Hey, no matter what, let’s wait until they come.” Then, Yondudu sighed again and said. 

“What about ......Star-Lord? Would you really let him go to his real father?” 

“It would be useless even if I stop him, just let him go. Only by seeing his father would he realize the shit 

he has gotten himself into.” 

“Ok.” 

... 

When Yondu was in contact with his old partners, Rocket was watching them from a dozen meters 

behind with little Groot. So, Rocket also knew that Yondu’s support was coming. Hearing the 

conversation between Yondu and Kraglin, Rocket only felt a big headache. 

“Groot, humans~ they are really complicated!” 

... 

“So, Ancient One, can you help me send Star-Lord to the nearest Federal Civilization Planet?” Lin Rui 

asked after looking at Ancient One. 

“The nearest Federal Civilization Planet? This is very simple. Are you leaving now?” Ancient One looked 

at Star-Lord and asked faintly after hearing Lin Rui’s words. 

Ancient One just came from a Federal Civilization Planet, because the Bifrost of Asgard could not directly 

teleport him to this primitive planet. Although the Federation Planet is far away from here, it is only a 

small matter for Ancient One. 

“Thank you! But I still have a partner with me, wait a moment.” Hearing Ancient One’s answer, Star-Lord 

said excitedly. 

After that, Star-Lord was about to take out the communicator to contact Rocket and let him bring Groot 

over. 

“No need, let’s go straight over there.” Seeing Star-Lord’s action, Ancient One gently waved his hand as 

he spoke. 

Then, a familiar golden circle appeared directly in front of them. Ancient One walked in with his hands 

behind his back, Lin Rui followed closely behind. Star-Lord and Deadpool glanced at each other, and 

then followed. 



... 

Huhu~ 

A few hundred meters away from where Yondu was, a golden circle of light suddenly appeared in front 

of Yondu who was waiting for the arrival of his old pals. 

“Eh?” Seeing the golden circle of light that suddenly appeared in front of him, a shocked look appeared 

on Yondu’s face. 

Because, didn’t he come here through a golden circle of light almost ten minutes ago? Then, Yondu saw 

the opposite scene through this golden circle of light. And then, Ancient One walked out from the Magic 

Portal. 

“You!...you...” Looking at the intact Ancient One, Yondu shouted with wide eyes filled with disbelief. 

“We? What happened to us?” Deadpool, who had already walked over, asked curiously when he saw 

Yondu’s shocked expression. 

“Uh... it’s nothing.” Since that very powerful mysterious man had come back then the Tentacle Monster 

should be dead, so Yondu reacted accordigly and recovered. 

Phoo~ 

By the time Yondu had reacted from the result of that Tentacle Monster being wiped out, a person had 

already walked up to him. 

“Yondu, I will leave now. In the future, I don’t think we would be seeing each other again.” Star-Lord 

said with a serious look on his face as he faced Yondu. 

Although Star-Lord was raised by Yondu, this did not offset his crime of kidnapping him from the earth. 

Moreover, he also concealed the news of his biological father for more than 20 years, and Star-Lord 

could not face Yondu at all for a while. 

“Peter! You...” Seeing Star-Lord treating Yondudu so rudely, Kraglin still couldn’t resist rushing up, but 

he was stopped by Yondudu halfway. 

“Like I just said, I won’t stop you if you want to leave,” Yondu said while staring at Star-Lord’s eyes while 

stopping his Deputy. 

Seeing Yondu’s calm appearance, Star-Lord also stopped saying anything. Then, he waved towards 

Rocket and Groot who were not far away. 

After learning the news of his real father, Star-Lord no longer want to delay anything. He now needs to 

get a Spaceship after leaving here and he also need to gather his teammates. 

CHAPTER 588 DEPARTURE 

Lin Rui, who took it all in, didn’t say anything. Anyway, now that Star-Lord was angry, he wouldn’t 

change his mind about anything no matter what anyone else said. However, Lin Rui can warn Yondu. 

Huhu~ 



Just as Rocket and Groot walked over and Star-Lord was about to take them away, the beach was 

suddenly covered by shadows. Then, Lin Rui and the others heard the roar of the engine from above. 

When Lin Rui and the others collectively looked up, they saw hundreds of large and small Spaceships 

descending quickly toward this beach, Yondu’s support has finally arrived. 

“Wow! What a sight! So many Spaceships! How come those three Spaceships are so big!” Under the 

shadow covered by Spaceship, Deadpool was the first to let out a surprised shout. 

“Is this Yondu’s support? This is quite good!” Although Lin Rui was not as surprised as Deadpool, he was 

also shocked by the spectacular scene in front of his eyes. 

Although Lin Rui is not very clear about the Spaceship Levels in the universe, he can probably judge it by 

looking at them. The three huge Spaceships that Deadpool exclaimed about just now are at least B-

Grade Spaceships, and most of the remaining ones are C Grade. 

It will probably not take a long time to destroy a Beginner Level Civilization with these one hundred 

Spaceships alone. If these Spaceships are equipped with powerful and terrifying targeted weapons then 

it is not impossible for this huge Primitive Planet to disappear in the universe. 

“Is this Yondu’s support? It turned out to be these three pirate groups!” 

Of course, Star-Lord also saw these imposing Spaceships. Compared to Deadpool who did not know the 

origin of these Spaceships and was surprised to just see them, Star-Lord knew about their origin. 

It was precise because of knowing that he was even more surprised. In the Ravagers Pirates, these three 

pirate groups are obviously much larger. Star-Lord never thought that Yondu could call for such support, 

why would someone like Yondu have such a pirate group to help. 

“Should we go? I don’t like to wait for people.” Just as Lin Rui and the others were all surprised by the 

fast-landing Spaceships in the sky, Ancient One’s voice came over without showing any surprise. 

For Ancient One, the appearance of these three pirate groups was not unexpected at all. He had sensed 

their arrival when he sealed the Tentacle Monster. Moreover, Ancient One does not want to have too 

much contact with these people in the Universe. His duty is to protect, not to promote the strength of 

the Earth. 

“Well, let’s go now.” Upon hearing Ancient One’s words, Star-Lord quickly replied. Now that Yondu’s 

support has come, he would be able to leave this planet without any problem, and Star-Lord can leave 

with peace of mind. 

Phoo~ 

After Star-Lord finished speaking, a Magic Portal appeared in front of them, and Ancient One walked in 

first. Behind Ancient One, Star-Lord also followed in but he looked back at Yondu before going in. Then, 

under Rocket and Groot’s push, he disappeared in the Magic Portal. 

“Hey! Mirage Knight, why are we still standing here?” Deadpool, who was about to enter the Portal 

suddenly saw that Lin Rui hadn’t moved yet, so he asked curiously. 

Snap! 



“You go in first!” Without answering Deadpool, Lin Rui pushed Deadpool into the Magic Portal with a 

slap on his back. Then, Lin Rui quickly took out an object from his portable space and threw it at Yondu. 

Hoo! 

“It’s a gift for you, remember to take it with you.” After Yondu caught the thing, Lin Rui said and then he 

turned and walked into the Golden Portal. 

Although he didn’t know what the Guardian of the Galaxy and Yondu will be like in the future, Lin Rui 

has already done what he should do. If Lin Rui can finally save Yondu’s life then he will definitely feel 

very happy. 

Buzzing~ 

After Lin Rui also walked into the Golden Portal, the Magic Portal quickly became smaller, and finally 

dissipated on the beach. 

“Gift? What a weird person” Looking at the people who had disappeared inside the Golden Portal, 

Yondu cupped a black alloy box in his hand and muttered with a puzzled expression on his face. 

Boom Boom Boom~ 

Soon after Lin Rui and the others left, three small Spaceships had already landed on this beach from 

mid-air. As the doors of the three Spaceships opened, three figures were walked down from the 

Spaceships. Seeing those three long-lost figures, Yondu’s face revealed a long-lost heartfelt smile. 

... 

Hoo! 

When Lin Rui passed through the Golden Portal, he was already stepping on the solid ground in the next 

second. Looking around, Lin Rui found that he seemed to be in the street of an ordinary city on Earth. 

Only, there was no one on this street, it was all empty. 

“Mirage Knight, what did you just give to that Yondu? And why are you hiding that from us.” While Lin 

Rui was looking around, Deadpool quietly came over and asked with a whispered voice. 

Although Lin Rui had pushed Deadpool just now, he could still see Lin Rui’s movements through the 

Magic Portal. Therefore, he was very curious to know what Lin Rui gave Yondu. 

“It’s nothing, just a small gift, don’t ask.” Pushing away from Deadpool, Lin Rui answered simply. 

“Huh~” Deadpool grunted twice at Lin Rui’s perfunctory response. 

“Where are we? How come there’s no one on the street?” As Lin Rui and Deadpool got together and 

whispered something, Star-Lord’s voice came from the front. 

He had thought that Ancient One would help him by putting him on a Federation Civilization Planet, but 

this place doesn’t look like a normal Federation Planet City. There is a city where there is no one left on 

the streets, and the streets are still very well equipped with various facilities. 

Dī Dī Di! 



“This is amazing, the force field here seems very weird! This should not be a normal world, right? “Just 

after Star-Lord asked that question, Rocket’s surprised voice also came out. 

It turned out that Rocket had been carrying some of his home-made instruments on his body, among 

which were some oddly functional Detection Instruments. He had just detected the surrounding 

situation, and to his surprise, space here seemed to be somewhat different from the space under 

normal physics. 

“Could this be a Mirror Dimension?” Hearing Rocket’s words, Lin Rui also felt that this street was 

somewhat odd and he had already guessed something. 

After all, it is not the first time Lin Rui has seen the Mirror Dimension. Only the Mirror Dimension can 

create the same magical space without any lifeform while completely maintaining the real matter that is 

found in the real world. 

“I’ve already sent you to the place. Now, you can leave by yourself.” Without answering Star-Lord’s 

words, Ancient One said lightly. 

Phoo~ 

Then, another Golden Portal appeared in front of Star-Lord and Rocket. Before Star-Lord and the others 

could react, the Golden Portal had already enveloped him and the others. In the next moment, Star-

Lord, Rocket, and Groot disappeared from this clean and empty street. 

CHAPTER 589 

After Star-Lord and the others disappeared, Lin Rui felt that the atmosphere around him seemed to have 

changed subtly. A deliberate aura slowly emanated from Ancient One, and Lin Rui felt that it should be 

directed at himself. 

“Uh ...... that, I’m going to check over there, I think I saw someone go over there just now.” As if feeling 

something was wrong with the surrounding atmosphere, Deadpool suddenly pointed to a corner of the 

street and shouted. 

Huhu! 

Then, Deadpool ran away, leaving only Lin Rui and Ancient One in the empty street. 

“Um, Ancient One, is there something wrong?” Faced with this suddenly uncertain air and attitude of 

Ancient One, Lin Rui asked with a stiff upper lip. 

After Lin Rui opened his mouth, Ancient One, who had not been looking at him, just happened to turn 

and stare at him. However, Lin Rui did not see any meaning in Ancient One’s eyes. In the next second, 

Ancient One, who was calm, suddenly smiled. 

“Sure enough, you are a person full of uncertainty. I am now even more curious about what you can 

change in this world.” The corner of his mouth was slightly cocked, and Ancient One suddenly said while 

looking at Lin Rui who was a little nervous. 

“Uh...Ancient One, what do you mean by that?” Hearing Ancient One’s words, Lin Rui was even more 

confused. 



“Forget it, you can continue to do what you want anyway. However, you must remember that the 

responsibility of the Earth’s Sorcerers is to guard the Earth and we are not your allies.” Without 

answering Lin Rui’s question, Ancient One went on to say. 

Seemingly knowing what Lin Rui is planning to do in the future, Ancient One here first made a statement 

for the Earth Sorcerers, they will not participate in Lin Rui’s plan to lead the Earth civilization out of the 

Earth. 

“I know, but, what I have been doing is also to guard the Earth. However, the way I have chosen may 

have to be a bit more aggressive, don’t you think the same?” Lin Rui understood Ancient One’s 

statement and spoke without showing any fear or arrogance. 

Ancient One’s meaning in Lin Rui’s view is that the Earth Sorcerers’ duty is to guard the Earth and they 

will not participate in Lin Rui’s plan to integrate the Earth into a single entity instead of divided countries 

and upgrade the civilization level towards the Interstellar age. 

Lin Rui’s previous approach has involved the Earth Sorcerers too deeply. Lin Rui’s previous two 

operations have involved the help of Earth Sorcerer, which is not something that they should have done. 

However, Lin Rui feels that Ancient One or the Earth Sorcerer have been too fixed on these rules that 

seem to be somewhat unsuitable for the current Earth. 

In the past, the Earth has not developed to its current level and the Sorcerers were able to remain 

hidden and deal with the invaders in the dark very well without alerting the normal people, giving the 

Earth a time to develop peacefully. 

But now, the Earth has entered a rapid period of development in its various technologies and there has 

been an emergence of many characters no less powerful than the Sorcerers. So, since the Sorcerers are 

so powerful then why can’t they come out and help Earth rush into the Universe? 

“Oh? Is that what you think?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Ancient One asked with a twinkle in his eyes. 

“Of course, but this is also my personal opinion.” First, he affirmed, and then Lin Rui politely stated. 

“Humph! Of course, this is your personal opinion, others do not know of our existence. However, do you 

really think that we keep to our rules just because we want to hide from the World?” Seeing Lin Rui’s 

expression, Ancient One said nonchalantly. 

“Is there any special reason?” Lin Rui became more curious when he heard this. 

Phoo~ 

Buzz~ 

Without answering Lin Rui’s words, Ancient One just raised his hand and waved it in front of his body. 

After a golden light flashed, Lin Rui saw a very magical scene: On Ancient One’s body, there were three 

kinds of lines with different colors winding him up in a circle. 

One of the line colors is similar to the Sorcerer’s Golden magic, one is Blue, and the last one is Red. The 

lines of these three colors kept rotating around Ancient One as if they were alive, and Lin Rui couldn’t 

see any beginning or end to them. 



“These are?!...” Lin Rui asked with a surprised expression on his face when seeing these magical lines 

suddenly appearing on Ancient One’s body. 

“The line that represents time is also called the line of fate or destiny. Red is the past, Gold is the 

present, and the Blue one is the future. Every time we make a choice, the golden lines will change, and 

so will the future. As Sorcerers, we are different from ordinary people from the beginning, we know that 

some things cannot be changed, and even if they are changed now, the future may go in an even more 

unpredictable and dangerous direction.” Pointing to the three lines of different colors surrounding his 

body, Ancient One explained with a calm look on his face. 

Hearing Ancient One’s words and looking at the three lines that kept rotating, Lin Rui felt for the first 

time that fate and destiny were so powerful and visible. Even a Supreme Sorcerer as powerful as Ancient 

One would be shackled by time and fate, then what about himself? 

“Are you thinking about your own destiny?” Seeing Lin Rui’s expression, Ancient One knew what he was 

thinking and asked. 

“En!” Hearing Ancient One’s words, Lin Rui nodded vigorously without any hesitation. 

Phoo~ 

Noy surprised by Lin Rui’s answer, and Ancient One waved his hand at Lin Rui again in the next moment. 

Then, under Lin Rui’s nervous gaze, he saw some lines gradually appear around his body. However, 

when those lines appeared, Lin Rui’s eyebrows frowned slightly. 

“This is...Why?” Lin Rui said in a puzzled manner looking at the lines around his body. 

Around Lin Rui’s body, lines of three colors also appeared at this time. However, unlike Ancient One’s, 

Lin Rui has a very small Red Blue Line, almost only one-tenth of the Golden Line. Moreover, the Blue 

Line is not only short but its shape is also not so clear, it seems that it can change or disappear at any 

time. 

“This is your Destiny Future Line. Although I don’t know what the reason is, but your Destiny Line in your 

future is very uncertain. That’s why I want to see how far you can go, because your future is filled with 

infinite possibilities.” Seeing Lin Rui’s uncomprehending expression, Ancient One explained to him with 

some emotion on his face. 

“Infinite possibilities? Isn’t that exactly what I want!?” Hearing Ancient One’s explanation, Lin Rui’s eyes 

instantly lit up. 

If his future has been determined, then Lin Rui probably wouldn’t have been able to do much in the 

future. After all, what is already determined will arrive naturally. 

“So, every decision you make will make your future change. So, are you still going to keep going?” 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, and then seeing his expression, Ancient One asked with a suddenly serious 

tone. 

Phoo~ 

“Of course!” 



CHAPTER 590 RETURN 

Whew! 

Star-Lord, Rocket, and Little Groot, who were swallowed by the Golden Portal, only felt that the scene 

around them instantly changed and they had arrived at another place. However, there seems to be 

something wrong again. 

Drop~Dī Dī~ 

While Star-Lord and the others were standing in the same place they were before and could react, a 

sharp honking sound pulled them back from their disorientation. 

“Hey! I’m talking about you guys! Get out of the way!” When Star-Lord and the others looked up, a 

person spoke to them in a rude tone speaking in Galactic Federation common language. 

At this time, Star-Lord finally saw what the surroundings were like. However, to their surprise, the 

surrounding buildings and environment have not changed at all. They are still on the street they were 

just now, and the buildings on the street are the same. 

However, at this time, the street is no longer empty and there are many cars and pedestrians on it. 

Because Star-Lord and others suddenly appeared in the middle of the road, they blocked a car from 

moving forward. 

“This is... the real world? So... the place where we were just now, was it a Virtual Space?!” After 

carefully observing the surroundings, Rocket muttered to himself. 

Dī Dī Drops! 

“Don’t worry about that, let’s find a place to find out where this is.” There is no time for them to study 

the principles of the Magical things that they have just experienced so Star-Lord pulled Rocket and Groot 

towards the street square. 

Now that Lin Rui’s friend has sent them to some Federal Civilization Planet, then Star-Lord must first 

contact Gamora and Drax. As for the next move after gathering all members of the Guardian of the 

Galaxy, Star-Lord needs to think about it. Star-Lord couldn’t let go of his biological father so he would 

definitely go in search of him. 

“You Bastards, are you deaf?!” Seeing Star-Lord walking directly in front of his car, the driver stuck his 

head out and cursed loudly. 

Brush! 

However, when he stretched out his head, an Energy Gun was already on his head. Star-Lord is not in a 

good mood now and this guy is already cursing him and Star-Lord can’t bear it. 

“Oh, that, you guys take your time, I’m just saying to the others.” Getting a gun pointed at his head 

made the driver sober up and he realized that he was cursing at some psychotic bastards so he hastily 

raised his hand and conceded. 



He doesn’t want to get threatened with a weapon in the street and it wouldn’t be too late to complain 

when he’s safe, he can’t take a loss now. 

Hoo! 

After the car owner shut his mouth, Star-Lord put away the gun and quickly left the road with Rocket 

and Groot. They still had a lot to do. 

... 

After Star-Lord returned to reality from the Mirror Dimension, Lin Rui and the other two who were still 

in Mirror Dimension were also ready to leave. 

After seeing the line of destiny carried by Ancient One, the thought of mastering his own destiny 

became stronger and stronger in Lin Rui’s heart. Therefore, he should now go back to Earth as soon as 

possible, where Lin Rui’s home turf is. 

“Ancient One, can we go directly go back to the Earth now?” After talking with Ancient One just now, Lin 

Rui’s admiration for this powerful Sorcerer became even stronger. 

“The teleportation distance of the Magic Portal is limited, and we are too far away from the Earth. So, 

we would need a little help.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Ancient One said with a smile on his face. 

“En? Help? Whose help?” Lin Rui, who was a little confused, didn’t know whose help Ancient One 

needed. After all, he was already the strongest person on earth that Lin Rui knew. 

Then, a golden circle of light appeared in front of Lin Rui and the other two, and they were enveloped in 

a fast-moving circle of light. When Lin Rui reappeared, they were already standing in the middle of a vast 

grassland. Obviously, they are no longer in the Mirror Dimension. 

Stepping on the soft grass under their feet, Ancient One looked up toward the sky. Seeing Ancient One’s 

movement, Lin Rui also looked up curiously. Then, Deadpool also raised his head similarly. However, Lin 

Rui and Deadpool could not see anything, after all, it was daytime and there was not even a star in the 

sky. 

“This action...why does it feel familiar? Where did I see it?” Lin Rui looked up at the sky and found that 

there was nothing in the sky, but he felt a strange sense of familiarity in his heart. 

“It seems that when Thor fell to the earth, he raised his head to look at the sky and called Heimdall!” 

Looking up, Lin Rui quickly remembered how familiar this scene was. 

“It can’t be that ...... the help Ancient One mentioned was Asgard’s Bifrost!” Thinking about this stubble, 

Lin Rui thought with a jump in his heart. 

Hooooo~ Boom~ 

Just when Lin Rui thought of this, the original clear sky suddenly gathered with a large swath of clouds. 

Within a few seconds, the sky was already cloudy, and thunder flashed in it. Then, a dazzling colored 

light penetrated down from the clouds. 

Brush! 



“It’s really Bifrost!” Lin Rui thought in amazement the moment he saw the dazzling colored pillar of light 

penetrate through the clouds and falling down toward his location. 

Boom~ 

The next moment, the Bifrost had enveloped Lin Rui and the other two standing on the grassland. Then, 

as the colored light retracted, Lin Rui and the other two people also disappeared. Only a circle of 

scorched earth covered with unknown marks was left on the originally green grass. 

... 

Earth, Mirage Knight has been missing for four days, more than twice his previous missing record. 

Moreover, this time he disappeared with Deadpool. Originally, Mirage Knight’s disappearance for such a 

long time should have attracted the attention of the League of Defender and those who care about him. 

However, an event that happened the day before made everyone temporarily suppress the urgency of 

finding Mirage Knight. Because Tony Stark was seriously injured. 

Drip ~ Drip ~ Drip ~ 

In the secret Intensive Care Unit of Washington SHIELD Headquarters, Tony is lying on a white hospital 

bed with his eyes closed, and the instrument that detects his physical condition next to him makes 

rhythmic sounds. From this scene alone, Tony seems to be just asleep. However, he has actually been 

sleeping all day. 

Tony went to see Maya Hansen alone yesterday and was attacked and he was seriously injured and fell 

unconscious and there has been no sign of his awakening even at this moment. 

Originally Tony and Rogers were fully prepared. Although Tony was not wearing his Iron Man Armor, he 

was wearing The Cloak on his body which successfully escaped from Maya’s detection. However, Tony 

and Rogers still underestimated Killian or Mandarin’s determination to kill him. 

Tony was attacked the moment he sat down opposite to Maya’s position. The place where Maya met 

Tony was a very ordinary small restaurant on the side of the road. It was very difficult to arrange staff 

near this small restaurant. 

Therefore, when Tony was attacked, he was only protected by The Cloak for the first time. However, 

when the surrounding Extremis Fighters collectively self-destructed, even The Cloak’s strong defense 

couldn’t guarantee Tony’s safety. 

In this way, Tony was directly injured instead of dying by the explosion under the protection of The 

Cloak. When Rogers and the others came to support, Tony was already unconscious. 

 


